SOF Global Identity Operations
SOF Exploitation Architecture

**Strategic / International Level**
- FBI
- DHS
- INTERPOL
- SECRET SERVICE
- NMEC
- SANDIA LAB
- TRACE
- Chuck Wagon

**Operational Level**
- BIMA
- BEWL
- USSOCOM
- Identity Management Cell
- Exploitation Branch
- Threat Finance
- AFDIL
- DIA
- Decentralized Matching, Storage And Analytical Activities

**Tactical Level**
- SOF Exploitation Architecture
- WEB
- Radio
- FEDEX Tracker
- Reply

* Accessible Via Organic Communications And Mobile Device Interface Via Web App To NIPR, SIPR And BICES Networks.
SOF Global Exploitation Training

Tailored To Meet “Global SOF Operational And Intelligence Requirements”
What We Need From Industry

• Biometric Capabilities
  » Non-optical Imaging Sensors For Fingerprint Capture And Matching
  » Rapid DNA Matching
  » Stand-off/Remote Facial Recognition And Matching
  » Stand-off/Remote Iris Capture
  » Dustless Latent Print Collection
  » Deception Detection
What We Need From Industry

- Forensic Capabilities
  - Hidden Chamber And Hidden Material Detection
  - NRT Document/Cellular Phone Translation/Gisting
  - Removal Of GSR Positives From Explosives Detection
  - Improved Presumptive Tactical Explosives/Nitrates/Narcotics Kits
  - Cellular PIN Code Bypass Or Cracking Technology
  - Improved Cellular Exploitation Middleware
  - Improved Format Exports For Presumptive Chemical Analysis, I.E. AHURA/HAZMAT ID
Questions?